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1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this document is to ensure that all users of Suffolk New 
College computing facilities, including employees, students, visitors, partners 
and contractors are aware of the organisation’s policies relating to their use. 

Proper use of information technology is fundamental to the reputation and 
operational effectiveness of Suffolk New College. However, any abuse of 
computing facilities - in particular e-mail and internet access - may expose 
Suffolk New College and individuals to legal and criminal liability, potential 
financial loss and damage to reputation. 

Suffolk New College encourages the use of computing facilities for the mutual 
benefit of the organisation, employees and learners. Similarly, the regulations 
that constitute this policy seek to provide for the mutual protection of Suffolk 
New College and the rights of its employees and learners. 

Suffolk New College also has the right to determine whether any activity, 
though legal, is still unacceptable within the context of a high-quality 
education and skills provider that serves as responsible member of the local 
community, trusted by both parents and sponsors of learners. 

It is therefore critical that all users read and understand this document and 
make themselves aware of the risks and exposure involved. It is the 
responsibility of all users of Suffolk New College computing facilities to follow 
all IT and related policies and to seek advice in case of doubt. 

1.1. RELATED POLICIES 

It is important to highlight related policies and codes of conduct that the 
College has in place which this policy supports at a technical level as well as 
where specific policies and guidelines cover both technical and non-technical 
areas. All these policies can be found on the staff intranet. 

These include: 

 The Code of Conduct 

 The eSafety Policy 

 The Social Media Policy 

 The Data Protection Policy 

 The IT Cyber Security Policy 

This policy may be updated or supplemented by specific standards or 
procedures to reflect further developments in technology or legislation or 
other relevant changes. 
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More detailed policies regarding sections of this overall policy may also be 
found on the staff intranet. 
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2.9. LOAN EQUIPMENT 

Policy regarding loan equipment is similar to that for laptops and handheld or 
mobile devices. Most loan equipment is highly portable and attractive to 
thieves. Users who borrow loan equipment shall sign for it and bear the 
responsibility for its care. Loan equipment should be concealed and stored 
securely when not in use. 

If loan equipment is stolen or lost, IT Services should be informed 
immediately. It may also be that the user responsible for its care has to report 
the theft to the police and report the incident number to IT Services. 
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3. FURTHER GENERAL GUIDANCE  

Suffolk New College users must ensure prior approval at Executive 
Management Team before attempting to: 

1. Obtain clearance to create websites on Suffolk New College computing 
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4. ELECTRONIC MAIL 

4.1. USE AND RESPONSIBILITY 

Suffolk New College’s e-mail system is provided for the organisation’s 
business and curriculum purposes. E-mail is now a critical business tool but 
inappropriate use can expose Suffolk New College and the user to significant 
liability. Liability can arise in a number of ways including, among others, 
phishing and ransomware/malware attacks, credential theft, copyright or 
trademark infringement, misuse of confidential information, defamation and 
liability for inaccurate statements and breaches of personal information/email 
addresses. 

The e-mail system has an associated resource and finance cost and it must 
be used judiciously in the same manner as other organisational resources. 

Corporate-wide e-mail messages must be business related and of significant 
importance to all employees, and as such subject to Executive Management 
Team approval. College staff wishing to communicate to all staff in this 
manner must pass such messages onto their relevant line manager. 

It is expressly forbidden for any staff member to seek to avoid this obligation 
by sending emails individually to multiple members of staff or to attempt to 
select all staff on the email address list. 

4.2. CONTENT 

E-mail messages must be treated like any other formal written 
communication. 

E-mail messages cannot be considered to be private, secure or temporary 
when in transit and the text and attachments will be scanned by anti-spam 
and anti-virus systems. 

Although encryption is employed where possible, not all email destinations 
across the internet fully support encryption for sending and receiving email. 
Therefore staff should NOT assume that emails cannot be read by third party 
email processing systems. 

Email can be copied and forwarded to numerous recipients quickly and easily 
and you should assume that they could be read by anyone. 

Improper statements in e-mail can give rise to personal liability and liability for 
Suffolk New College and can constitute a serious disciplinary matter. E-mails 
that embarrass misrepresent or convey an unjust or unfavourable impression 
of Suffolk New College or its business affairs, employees, suppliers, 
customers or competitors are not permitted. 

Do not create or send e-mail messages that are defamatory. Defamatory e-
mails whether internal or external can constitute a published libel and are 
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actionable. Never send confidential or sensitive information via e-mail. E-mail 
messages, however confidential or damaging, may have to be disclosed in 
court proceedings. 

Do not create or send e-mail messages that may be intimidating, incite 
hatred, encourage or condone acts of terrorism, drug-abuse, are hostile or 
offensive on the basis of sex, race, colour, religion/culture, national or 
regional origin, sexual orientation/identification or disability. 

It is never permissible to subject another employee to public humiliation, 
harassment or ridicule; this is equally true via e-mail. 
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5. INTERNET USAGE 

The laws of all nation states regulating such diverse subjects as intellectual 
property, fraud, defamation, pornography, insurance, banking, financial 
services and tax apply equally to on-line activities. However, the practical 
legal position regarding Internet usage is often uncertain. 

Strictly, documents must not be published on the web which are defamatory 
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Postings to newsgroups, chat rooms and forums and social networking sites 
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meeting software. Never attempt to install or download software on 
your own. 

c) Personal use of web and video/audio conferencing on College desktop 
PCs is discouraged although is possible using personal devices and 
the College’s wifi system. 

d) All staff and student conduct rules, GDPR-related issues such as the 
capture and broadcast of personal images/video/audio of others will 
apply to video conferencing in particular. So pay close attention and for 
example, only conduct webinar and video conferencing activity in 
enclosed meeting rooms rather than in clusters and classrooms. 
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6. USE OF ADMINISTRATOR LEVEL ACCOUNTS FOR E-MAIL, INTERNET 
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6.2. ABUSE OR ATTEMPTS TO CIRCUMVENT CONTROLS 

It is expressly forbidden for users with administration permissions to use 
these to circumvent normal controls to install any software, or make changes 
to their desktop/laptop or other computing facilities for any personal or non-
work related functions. 

It is expressly forbidden for any member of staff to seek to be granted 
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7. PRIVATE USE, LEGISLATION AND DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES 

7.1. PRIVATE USE 

Computing facilities are provided for Suffolk New College’s business and 
curriculum purposes and responsible personal use is allowed provided there 
is no conflict with the interests or requirements of Suffolk New College. 
Suffolk New College does not accept liability for any personal loss or damage 
incurred through using the corporate computing facilities for private use. 
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8. UPDATES TO THIS POLICY 

In the light of changes in the business, technology, legislation or relevant 
standards it may be necessary to update this policy from time to time. 
Notification to all staff will be made when updates are available. 
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10. DISCIPLINARY AND RELATED ACTION 
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3.  Deliberate introduction of viruses and malware to systems. 

This list is not exhaustive, but sets the framework of Suffolk New College’s 
approach to misuse of computing systems. 

Suffolk New College has the right to monitor employees use of computer 
equipment where there is evidence to suggest misuse. 

 

 

 


